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ABSTRACT

An analytical model explaining the functional characteristics of detonation type ram accelerator is
presented. Major flow processes, nam~ly, (i) supersonic flow over the cone of the projectile,
(ii) initiation of conical sh<?ck wave and its reflection from the tube wall, (iii) supersonic combustion, and
(iv) expansion wave and its reflection are modelled. Taylor-Maccoll approach is adopted for modelling
the flow over the cone of the projectile. Shock reflection is treated in accordance with wave angle theory
tor flows over the wedge. Prandtl-Mayer analysis is used to model the expansion wave and its reflection.
Steady one-dimensional flow with heat transfer along with Rayleigh line equation for perfect gases is
used to model supersonic combustion. A computer code is developed to compute the thrust produced
by combustion of gases. Ballistic parameters like thrust-pressure ratio and ballistic efficiency of the
accelerator are evaluated and their maximum values are 0.032 and 0.068, respectively. The code indicates
possibility of achieving high velocity of7 km/s on utilising gaseous mixture of2H2 + O2 in the operation.
Velocity range suitable for operation oftlle accelerator lies between 3.8- 7.0 km/s. Maximum thrust value
is 33721 N which corresponds to the projectile velocity of 5 km/s.

},1*NOMENCLATURE

Flow velocityu
a

u,v Velocity components of flow over the cone

u*, v * Non-dimensional velocity components
u

R

Rp

A

Ap

Lp

Cp

R"

H

m Mass flow rate

Molecular weightm

F Thrust

Pressurep

p Stagnation pressure

Static temperaturet

T Stagnation temperature

Non-dimensional resultant velocity of the flow
over the cone

Angle of discrete expansion wave with the

l;1orizontal

Prandtl-Mayer angle

Tube radius

Projectile radius

Cross-sectional area of flow

Projectile cross-sectional area

Projectile length

Specific heat at constant pressure

Gas constant

Height of intersection of waves from the
projectile surfaceM Mach number
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8-12 km/s depending upon the type of gaseous

mixture used in the operation.

D. T Ignition delay time

A.E Activation energy

a Local speed of sound

a* Critical speed of sound

<5p Projectile half-cone angle

<5 Angle of flow with the horizontal

E; Wave angle

'I' Arbitrary angle between <5 and E;

r Ratio of specific heats

p Density
<5 q Heat of combustion

50-510 Flow streamlines

).. Constant coefficient in thermal explosion theory

/3 Angle of flow velocity with the streamline

Subscripts & superscripts

1 to 15 Regions of flow field

2, 3 Region between conical shock and projectile
cone

rr Reactants

pr Products

Before shock reflection
II Before expansion wave

The objective of the paper is to present the
methodology of analysing the detonation type ram
accelerator followed by computation of flow properties
in all critical'regions of the flow field. Ballistic
parameters like thrust-pressure ratio and ballistic
efficiency are determined in order to estimate overall
performance potential of the device. Mathematical
modelling of all major flow processes taking place
during the operation of the accelerator is explained.
Gaseous mixture chosen for the analysis is 2H2 + 02.

2. OPERATION

Gaseous mixture is filled at high pressure in
the accelerator tube using a suitable tube-end closure
device to hold the mixture. The projectile is forced
into the tube with the velocity higher than the
detonation velocity of the mixture. Launch scenario
involves initial acceleration of the projectile by a
gas gun followed by entry of the projectile in the
accelerator (Fig. 1 ). Initiation of a conical shock
wave from the concave corner at the projectile tip
and its subsequent reflection from the tube wall
raises the pressure and the temperature of the
mixture which is sufficient for its self-ignition.
Shock ignition of gases raises the pressure and
temperature of the gases. High pressure product

gases expand continuously rearward, thereby generating
thrust .which accelerates the projectile. Since the
combustion zone is very near to the reflected shock,
combirlation of reflected shock and combustion
zone is termed as detonation front. As the reflected
shock is oblique in orientation, therefore such type
of ram accelerators are also called oblique detonation
ram accelerators.

INTRODUCTIONI.

Ram accelerator is a ramjet-in-tube device conceived
to accelerate the projectile to very high velocity by
chemical means. Velocity of 22 km/s is reported to
have been experimentally obtained. There exist number
of modes of its operation like thermally-choked and
detonation modes which span the velocity range of
0.7-12.0 km/s. These modes differ from each other
in the manner the combustion of gases takes place
in them. For example, combustion in thermally-choked
type with velocity range of 0.7-3.0 km/s is caused
by an onboard ignitor. Limiting velocity of the projectile
in this mode is the C-J detonation velocity of the
mixture. On the other hand, combustion in detonation
type mode is triggered by self-ignition of the gases
where starting or entry velocity of the projectile in
the accelerator tube itself can be higher than the C-
J detonation velocity of the gaseous mixture. Limiting
velocity in this mode, where ballistic parameters
approach zero, is very high and is of the order of

3. MODELLING

Flow field is assumed to be in steady-state
motion wrt the stationery projectile. Control volume
is indicated by dashed lines marking the projectile
tip and end of gaseous expansion. For computation
purpose, control volume is divided in regions ( 1 to 15)
of interest. Modelling assumptions are:

(a)
(b)

Accelerator tube is frictionless.
Effect of boundary layer between the projectile
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Figure Flow processes in detonation type ram accelerator

surface and gases is ignored.

(c) Radiational effects and dissociation of combustion
products are not considered.

G~seous thrust responsible for acceleration of the
projectile is given by

F= {p\4.A\4+P\S(A\-A\4)-P\.A\} + {m\4
"\4 + m\s ."\S -(m\4 + m\s) ."\}

where

m14= m4, m15= m5 and m4+ m5= m

4. METHODOLOGY & ANALYSIS

High speed movement of the projectile in the
tube forces the gases to flow over the nose cone
of the projectile, thereby forming a conical shock
wave. Governing differential equations for Taylor-
Maccoll supersonic, axisymmetric and irrotational
conical flowl over the projecti.Ie given in Appendix I
as Eqns (7) and (8) enable to determine the flow
parameters in the entire region between 2 and 3.
Starting value of wave angle (6 I) is taken as (jp
+ 1/2 [sin-1 (1/Mi)] and all the flow parameters
immediately behind the conical shock wave in region
2 are obtained by oblique shock relationships given
by Eqns (1) to (6). Non-dimensional velocity
components obtained in region 2 initialise for Eqns
(7) and (8) which are solved by Runge-Kutta numerical
method with a suitable step size of "'

(Fig. 2). Region from 2 to 3 is divided into ten
streamlines and integration is continued up to the
cone surface. As need arises, the wave angle is
modified till the boundary condition (v*= 0) is
satisfied at the cone surface as the flow at the
projectile surface has only a single component
along the surface and zero normal component. Since
the flow is irrotational in the region between 2
and 3, conditions of constant stagnation pressure
and stagnation density along with the equation of
state enable to determine the flow parameters anywhere
in the flow field. Variation of Mach number across
the streamlines is observed not to be significantly
large. Therefore, average values of the flow parameters
are considered to -make the process suitable for
subsequent computation. This is done by replacing
all the ten flow streamlines by two uniforriistreamlines.
One represents the state offlow before shock reflection
and the other the state of flow before flow expansion,
in such a manner that sum of mass flow rates
evaluated after reflection and expansion matches
with the initial mass flow in region 1 (Fig. r).
Conical shock wave on striking the tube wall gets
reflected as another shock wave to satisfy the solid
wall boundary condition. Flow parameters behind
the reflected shock wave in region 4 are computed
by wave angle theory for flows over the wedge2.
For the known Mach number of the flow M'23 and
turning angle of 0'23' wave angle S4' is obtained
from wave angle charts for oblique shocks. On
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Figure 2. Flow over the projectile cone
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wave strikes the projectile. The technique explained

earlier for analysing the expansion waves is again

used and flow parameters up to regions 14 and 15

are computed. Flow areas in regions after expansion

are determined by conservation of mass relationship.

Table I. Flow properties for Tayl(J

11.6780 2.28300

11.9120 2.28420

12.1400 2.28490

12.3600 2.28550

12.5900 2.28610

12.8100 2.28660

13.0450 : 2.28690

13.2700 2.28720

13.5100 2.28750

13.7500 2.28764

14.0002 2.28769

15p = 14°, Rp = 1.29 cm, Lp = 14.7 cm, R = 1.5 cm, AI = 7.06 cm2

Average values considered for subsequent analysis: M '2,3 = 5.9, 15 ",3 ~

-0.1934

-0.1740

-0.1548

-0.1357

-0.1166

-0.0975

-0.0784

-0.0590

-0.0390

-0.0190

0.0000

2.2915

2.2908

2.2901

2.2896

2.2891

2.2886

2.2883

2.2880

2.2878

2.2877

2.2876

5.9220

5.9060

5.8930

5.8810

5.8710

5.8620

5.8550

5.8500

5.8460

5.8430

5.8429

sO (region 2

si

s2

s3

s4

sS

s6

s7

s8

s9

slO (region 3

= 11.91°, M"2,3= 5.86, 8 "2,3= 13.18°

Table 2. Values of flow parameters of the reactants .around the projectile in regions of the flow field prior to detonation at
projectile velocity of 5000 m/s

Regions 1

100.0

298.0

48.4

5000.0

9.3

2 3 4 5

799

680

169

4810

5

868.30

697.10

179.70

4802.00

5.84'

3617.30

1164.32

448.20

4534.00

4.27

97.73

373.40

37.75

4963.00

8.25

p(atms)

t(K)

p ( kg/mJ )

u(m/s )

M

Reactants: 2H2 + O2

SI = 16.5247°, S4 = 19.7°, a = 13.726°, H= 0.1242 cm

CPI = 2389 J /kg.K , mrr =12.01, R"rr = 692.2 J/kg.K, YJ = 1.4

Table 3. Values of flow parameters of the products around the projectile in regions of the flow field ahead of detonation front at

projectile velocity of 5000 mls

7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14Regions 6 15

20543.00

6496.00

682.00

2980.00

1.60

15

61

34,

11354.00

5994.00

408.00

3507.00

1.96

807.00

5611.00

31.00

3898.00

2.25

5066.00

5373.00

203.00

4066.00

2.40

413

5120

17

4303

2

2819.00

4963.00

122.00

4397.00

2.70

167.

4527.

7.

4746.

3.

1134

4387,

55,

4823,

3,

66

3991

3

5114

3

Product: H2O
CP6 = 3409 J/kg.K, CP7 = 3383 J/kg.K, mpr = 18, R"pr = 461.9 J/kg.K, Y6 = 1.156, ¥7 = 1.158

Oq4 = 2.48 x lif J/mol, oq5 = 2.42 x 105 J/mol, AJO = 1.93 cm2, All = 2.65 cm2, AJ4 = 5.93 cm2

5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Conventional configuration of the projectile is

chosen and its parameters are selected in such a

manner thAt the combustion occurs behind the front

shoulder of the projectile. A computer code based

r-Maccoll flow with El = 16. 5247°
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on previously mentioned equations is formulated
to estimate the performance parameters of the
accelerator. The code is run at the three projectile
velocities of 4 kmls, 5 kmls and 7 kmls. Table 1
presents the projectile data and typical flow properties
for Taylor-Maccoll flow corresponding to the instant
when the projectile moves at 5000 mls in the gaseous
mixture of2H2 + O2 filled at 100 atms. in the tube.
Mixture possesses the acoustic speed of 537 mls.
Tables 2 and 3 highlight the sample values of flow
parameters in different regions of the control volume
for the same configuration. It is necessary to emphasise
that they denote the average values over the cross-
section of the flow. Maximum values of thrust-
pressure ratio defined by {F I (P6 x Ap)} and

ballistic efficiency defined-by { (F x u, )1 (m4 + m~ ) .f>q }

Auto-ignition takes place after the reflection of
the second shock wave4. Pressure, temperature and
density values of the mixture after final reflection
in region.4 are high with reduced Mach number
because of more shock waves the flow has to encounter.
Equation (19) indicates dependance of pressure
value after combustion on the state of flow before
combustion in region 4. Pressure of the product
gases in region 6 is therefore less which results
in low thrust. With increase in projectile velocity
and the starting Mach number, wave angles of
oblique shocks reduce which results in reduced
drop in velocity across the shock waves and therefore
increased gas velocities and relatively lesser increase
in temperature and density of the mixture up to

/
region 4. Jump in temperature and density across
detonation wave keeps on increasing leading to
higher pressure values in region 6 after combustion.
Maximum thrust is attained at 5 km/s where ignition
occurs by first reflection of the conical shock wave
as shown in Fig. 1. Beyond 5 km/s, ballistic parameters
drop. Heat of combustion does not increase significantly
with increasing temperature and pressure. The ratio
of heat of combustion and dynamic energy of the
gaseous mixture at entry point in region I of the
control volume therefore consistently reduces which
limits the operation of the accelerator at 7 km/s.
Above 7 km/s, initial conical shock wave strength
is sufficient to ignite the mixture prematurely in
the region 2 to 3 thereby subjecting the nose cone
ofth~ projectile to high pressure and consequently
resulting in negative thrust4.

A
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"igure 3. Variation of ballistic parameters with projectile

velocity.

NEW CONCEPTS6.
are 0.032 and 0.068, respectively with thrust value
of 33721N. Variation in these ratios with change
in projectile velocity is plotted in Fig. 3.

Minimum starting operational velocity of the
projectile in the case discussed is 3.8 km/s which
itself is very high and calls for a separate system
like a gas gun to achieve it. The problem is overcome
to some extent by modifying the design of tile
projectile which helps in reducing the entry velocity
of the projectile much below the detonation velocity
of the gaseous mixture. Front convex shoulder of
the projectile configuration already explained is
replaced by a concave ramp which gives rise to
one more shock wave instead of expansion wave6.
In the absence of expansion wave, reflected shock
waves continue uninterrupted up to the projectile

Below projectile velocity of3.8 km/s, temperature
after the shock reflections is low enough. Delay
time for explosion is too large and therefore detonation
wave does not form at the projectile body4 leading
to zero thrust. For projectile velocity at and above
3.8 km/s, reflected shock wave strikes the nose
cone of the projectile which causes origination of
one more oblique shock. Since the flow is turbulent
as high Reynolds number confirms, shock reflection
from the projectile surface is treated as regular
reflection with remote chances of flow separations.
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further reduces the Reynolds number. Reflected
shock wave on striking the boundary layer adjacent
to the projectile body forces its separation. Phenomenon
of separation is more predominant in laminar boundary
layerss. Separation leads to increase in temperature
and pressure in the boundary layer which triggers
ignition. Since the extent of combustion in a thin
boundary layer is quite low, thrust value is initially
negative which causes a temporary fall in the projectile
velocity. But as detonation velocity of the mixture
is much higher than the projectile velocity, combustion
wave gradually spreads forwards and upwards,
towards the tube wall encompassing more area of
flow and maintaining a sing}e detonation front in
contrast to. the case discussed earlier where new
detonation fronts are co!ltinuously formed. Thrust
value consequently increases from negative to positive
value leading to increased projectile velocity. tJnstart
condition is reached when the combustion front
moves up to the nose cone of the projectile resulting
in reduced thrust.

found to have reduced from 1.40 to 1.33. This
effect can be considered in all the regions of the
control volume ~lthough overall change in the thrust
value may not be very significant. Effect of variation
in Mach bumber of the streamlines across the
Taylor-Maccoll flow can be included by dividing
the flow region into larger number of streamlines
and independently analysing all of them throughout
the control volume. (~onsideration of non-uniform
flow before shock reflection and the expansion
wave will lead to formation of series of moderate
expansions and reflections allover the body of the
projectile. Inclusion of all this however calls for
enormous computation.

Accuracy of the results can further be enhanced
by incorporating radiational effects due to high
temperature of the gases and skin friction between
the projectile and the gases. Time delay for auto-
ignition can also be evaluated by finding out the
necessary parameters like activation energy and
constant coefficients as indicated in Eqn (14).
Determination of critical pressure and temperature
will enable to model thermal explosion with heat
losses.

Starting projectile velocity in this case can be
as low as 2136 m/s in the hydrogen-oxygen-argon
mixture which is achievable by thermally-choked
ram accelerator6. Any further reduction po-ssible
in starting velocity should interestingly enable direct
launching of the projectile by conventional techniques.
But penetration aspect of such a typical and

J
unconventional projectile shape calls for investigation.

However, if ram accelerators are found suitable
only for space applications, then all those aspects
governing projectile penetration at target end will
not be important at all.
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APPENDIXl

I. Conical Shock Relations 3. Reflected Shock Wave

(9)M2.3 =M2.3 Sin64P2 2r I [M 2 .2 r I -I
]-=- IsmEI--

PI r I + 1 2r I

(10)

4. Expansion Wave

-" + ~"

Us -U2.3 u2.3 (11)(3)
~=E1:1!.l.

!1 Pl-P2

Ps = P2.3, Ts = T2

M; sinE] r 2 .rI-ll
M; "" --;i-;;ji l (r I + I)M]2 sin2E] +~ J (4) 5. Intersection of Expansion & Reflected Wave

where

2
(12)(rl +1)M~

2+(rl -1)MI2
M; =

tan a

(f3)iii4 = P4.A4.U4 and iiis = Ps.As.us
-* * a
U2 = M2 cos fJ

Ignition Delay for Adiabatic Explosion6.
(6)V2 = -M2 sm/3

D.T=~eXpr~
](A. E). A I ~'.t4 (14)2. Generalised Taylor-Maccoll Flow Equations l

dii.

d",
=v 7. Supersonic CombustionJ)

(15)CP6. T6 = CPl. 7) +8q

( r6-1 2 )CPI7i +Dq = cP6t6 1+-M6
(16)2

2
(17)U6 =M6.(r6. Rc:'. !6

m6

A6oU6

where
where m6 = m4P6 =

(l~)

~

P4R4't4

P6

P4

=

where

.1-.2 -';1""

M =""ti +v

(19)
mpr mrr


